as illustrated in table 2. 2 The dual and trial forms in Mongondow and Lolak differ from the count forms because of the presence of a frozen ligature *-n-not otherwise found in these languages (cf. table 3), and the dual forms use a base for 'two' different from the standalone numeral. This ligature is completely absent in the count forms in all languages. It is worth noting that, while the ligature *-n-occurs in most of the same bases in both Mongondow and Lolak (1EXCL.DU.NOM, 1EXCL.TRI.NOM, 2DU.NOM, 2TRI.NOM, 1EXCL.DU.GEN, and 2DU.GEN), two forms-the 1EXCL.TRI.GEN and the 2TRI.GEN-reflect the ligature in Lolak but not in Mongondow. 3 Besides containing the ligature in Mongondow and Lolak, the dual forms in all three languages are formed not with the stand-alone numeral for 'two' in each language (Lolak doʔiya, Ponosakan dohuwa, Mongondow doyowa ~ deywa), but with an alternate form: Lolak -diya ~ -deya, Ponosakan -ruwa, and Mongondow -da in most forms but -duwa in the 3rd person forms 
MAP 1. THE LANGUAGES OF NORTHERN SULAWESI
The plurals in these two languages derive from the historical trial forms.
(the base -duwa also being attested in the Mongondow ordinal induwa 'second'). Ponosakan has a similar system but does not reflect the ligature *-n-in any form, and therefore lacks a morphologically marked trial form. As a result, its system can be said to consist of singular, dual, count (three or more), and plural forms.
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The 2nd and 3rd person dual/trial/count bases in Mongondow and Ponosakan are easily differentiated from their plural counterparts because earlier nominative plural bases *kamu and *sira (cf. table 4) were replaced in the plural set by moʔiko(w) and mosiya, respectively, and earlier genitive plural bases *namu and *nira were likewise replaced by 4. Note that I was unable to elicit the 1INCL.DU or 1INCL.CT forms in Ponosakan, due to miscommunication between me and my elderly informants, and not because the language lacks these forms. monimu and moniya, respectively. The difference between the count bases and the plural bases is less drastic in Lolak, where the 2nd person plural form, kamiyo, differs only slightly from the 2nd person dual/trial/count base kamu-(plural namiyo vs. dual/trial/count namu-in the genitive), and the 3rd person plural forms saha (Nominative) and naha (Genitive) only differ from the 3rd person count bases sara-~ saha-(Nominative) and nara-ñ aha-(Genitive) in that there is no stand-alone plural of the **sara/**nara count variant.
5
There is virtually no limit to the number that the count forms can reach. Such forms can be created by using the count base with the numbers opat 'four', lima 'five', onom 'six', pitu 'seven', walu 'eight', siyow 'nine', mopuluʔ 'ten', and so on. To take the second person genitive of Mongondow as an example (with base namu, which has been replaced in the plural set by monimu), the forms up to ten in Mongondow are namunda 'the two of you', namutolu 'the three of you', namu opat 'the four of you', namu lima 'the five of you', namu onom 'the six of you', namu pitu 'the seven of you', namu walu 'the eight of you', namu siyow 'the nine of you', and namu mopuluʔ 'the ten of you'. Note, however, that the count forms are used even beyond the number ten (for example, taya mopuluʔ bo duwa 'the twelve of them'), and that the rule of thumb is that whenever 5. Note that in Lolak, /r/ and /h/ alternate in much the same way that /r/ and /y/ do in Mongondow (cf. Blust 1983) . a number follows the pronoun, the count base namu must be used, not the independent plural form monimu. There also does not appear to be any rule prohibiting the use of a plural pronoun when referring to two or three people, as long as the numeral is not uttered after the pronoun: for example, in Mongondow, two people may be referred to as moiko 'you (pl.)' or kamunda 'the two of you', but never as **moiko doyowa nor as **kamu.
TABLE 3. LIGATURE *-n-IN 1ST PERSON EXCLUSIVE AND 2ND PERSON PRONOUNS IN MONGONDOW AND LOLAK
3. BOLANGO AND SUWAWA. An assessment of Bolango and Suwawa is complicated by the fact that their plural forms are identical to the count bases. The count bases can be followed by any number over two (as illustrated in table 5 using tolu 'three'), and the only place where the count forms differ from a straightforward combination of plural pronoun plus stand-alone numeral is in the dual form, which includes the dualmarking Bolango -diya, Suwawa -deya, which is different from the stand-alone number for 'two', Bolango duwiya, Suwawa deyuwa.
BINTAUNA AND BOLANG-ITANG/KAIDIPANG. The Bintauna and
Bolang-Itang/Kaidipang pronoun systems consist of a singular, dual, and plural, but in a bizarre shift, the plural has been replaced by the historical trial, complete with frozen number -tolu 'three' (cf. 6 Otherwise, none of the other plural bases occurs as a stand-alone form without -diya or -tolu suffixed to indicate dual or plural, respectively. Note also that a ligature -n-similar to that of Mongondow and Lolak is also found in Bintauna and Bolang-Itang/ Kaidipang in the dual and plural forms of 1EXCL, 1INCL, and 2nd person.
GORONTALO AND BUOL.
Gorontalo and Buol are the only two MongondowGorontalo languages in which no trace of the pronominal count system has been found, both languages having only a basic singular-plural contrast. The pronouns of these two languages are illustrated in table 7 to allow for comparison with those of the other Mongondow-Gorontalo languages.
DISCUSSION.
This squib has provided a short overview of the pronominal systems of the Mongondow-Gorontalo languages, which have until now gone unreported in the literature. 7 The pronominal system of these languages is the type of feature that would be easily overlooked in eliciting wordlists, and even in eliciting complete sentences. For the current author, these forms did not immediately surface, as the equivalents of (Standard) 7. An anonymous reviewer correctly points out that the Mongondow forms have been randomly mentioned in passing in dictionaries and descriptions such as Dunnebier (1951) and Ginupit (2003a Ginupit ( , 2003b , and in Dodandian Mobagu, the Mongondow translation of the New Testament (Lembaga Alkitab Indonesia 2006). However, there has never been a systematic description or listing of these forms, nor an explicit mention that these systems exist in any of the Mongondow-Gorontalo languages. Indonesian kami, kita, kamu, and mereka were consistently given as plurals in the target languages, not as dual, trial, or count forms. It was only after I stumbled upon the forms in Mongondow that I became aware of them, leading me to investigate whether they also existed in the other Mongondow-Gorontalo languages. Unfortunately, the eliciting of numbers after pronouns is absent from all elicitation lists that I have seen, including my own, which is one reason why these forms are not easily elicited even in the languages where they do exist. While there has been much discussion about a 1st person inclusive dual pronoun (cf. Blust 2009 , Reid 2009 ), there has been little or no discussion of a wider dual vs. plural, let alone trial or other count forms, in Philippine and Philippine-type languages. It remains to be seen if more systems such as those described in this squib and in Blust (2009) turn up as more research is done on other Austronesian languages. In the meantime, they serve as a reminder, as we conduct our fieldwork, that interesting phenomena can easily turn up not only where we least expect them, but also where our research methods and tools are most poorly equipped to detect them. 
